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A combined theoretical and experimental study of the depolarization of selected NO(X^2Π, v = 0, j, F, ε) levels in collisions with a thermal bath of Ar has been carried out. Rate constants for elastic depolarization of rank K = 1 (orientation) and K = 2 (alignment) were extracted from collision-energy-dependent quantum scattering calculations, along with those for inelastic population transfer to discrete product levels. The rate constants for total loss of polarization of selected initial levels, which are the sum of elastic depolarization and population transfer contributions, were measured using a two-color polarization spectroscopy technique. Theory and experiment agree qualitatively that the rate constants for total loss of polarization decline modestly with j, but the absolute values differ by significantly more than the statistical uncertainties in the measurements. The reasons for this discrepancy are as yet unclear. The lack of a significant K dependence in the experimental data is, however, consistent with the theoretical prediction that elastic depolarization makes only a modest contribution to the total loss of polarization. This supports a previous conclusion that elastic depolarization for NO(X^2Π) + Ar is significantly less efficient than for the electronically closely related system OH(X^2Π) + Ar [P. J. Dagdigian and M. H. Alexander, J. Chem. Phys. 130, 204304 (2009)].


I. INTRODUCTION

Collisions between open-shell diatomic molecules and structureless atomic partners give rise to complex energy transfer (ET) processes which challenge experiment and provide one of the most rigorous tests of high-level ab initio potential energy surfaces (PESs).1–4 Most effort in this area has focused on rotational energy transfer (RET) in 2Π + closed-shell-atom systems. The electronic coupling in a 2Π diatomic gives rise for every rotational quantum number, j, to two spin-orbit (or fine-structure) levels, labeled F_1 and F_2 for electronic projection quantum numbers, Ω = Λ ± Σ = 1/2 and 3/2, respectively. Each of these is, in turn, split into two near-degenerate Λ-doublet states of parity, ε = e or f. These systems are, therefore, intriguing because these splittings require more than one PES to describe the interaction completely,5 but nevertheless appealing because they are tractable at an exact quantum mechanical (QM) level of theory. Such problems are practically important because of the role that these transient species play in real-world chemical environments, including combustion, technological plasmas, and the atmosphere. The collision dynamics of NO(X^2Π), which is also the main interest here, has received particular attention.6 Other prototypical examples include CH(X^2Σ^+),7–9 OH(X^2Π)10–14 and CN(A^2Π),15–23 primarily in collisions with rare gas (Rg) atoms.

The state-of-the-art for this research field lies very much in the domain of measuring and calculating vector properties, as we have highlighted in recent review articles.24,25 Although vector experiments are technically more challenging, the wealth of additional information they provide over their scalar analogues allows very detailed questions about fundamental molecular interactions to be answered. Consequently, they provide a more rigorous test of the best-available ab initio PESs. Perhaps the most commonly measured vector property is the differential cross section (DCS), where the velocity of the scattered molecules is determined, ideally product-state specifically, relative to the initial collision vector. Well-defined laboratory-frame velocities are usually produced by intersecting crossed molecular beams (CMBs). There have been a number of DCS measurements for NO(X^2Π) + Rg systems.26–34 A sophisticated example is provided by Chandler and co-workers,35–37 who measured the rotational-polarization-dependent DCS for the rotationally excited products of collisions of NO(X^2Π, v = 0, j = 0.5) with Ar. Essentially, they were able to show that both the plane and sense (clockwise or anticlockwise) of rotation altered as a function of product scattering angle. As we will describe in more detail below, there was very good agreement with QM scattering predictions using the most recent NO(X^2Π)–Ar PES by Alexander.38 This suggests that the anisotropy of the potential was described well.

Despite CMB experiments providing very detailed information on RET propensities and very powerful tests of
the PES anisotropy, they are generally limited to measuring scattering from the lowest rotational levels in the ground vibrational and electronic states. There are only a few limited examples of their use to measure DCSs for vibrationally excited molecules and, very recently, electronically excited species. In addition, CMB experiments are unable to measure absolute cross sections or rate constants, which are themselves an important test of ab initio PESs and may be particularly critical to the understanding of real-world environments.

An alternative is to use an all-optical approach to measure the evolution of vector properties in a thermal bath of the collision partner. A number of methods of this type have been used to measure the decay of, or inelastic transfer of, polarization of the rotational angular momentum. They include resolution of the polarization of fluorescence emission,11–15 polarization-sensitive optical-optical double resonance schemes,23,44–51 Zeeman quantum beat spectroscopy,52–57 and polarization spectroscopy (PS).58,59 The Edinburgh-based authors have developed PS for this purpose2–13,57–65 and we apply it to NO(X2Π) + Ar for the first time here. Such experiments are essentially sensitive to the tilting of the rotational angular momentum vector as a result of collisions with a chosen partner. The obvious advantages over the CMB approach are that a range of initial quantum states can be prepared and probed, and absolute rate constants can be measured. This method therefore complements CMB experiments and provides an additional, discrete test of theoretical predictions.

Previous PS work by the Edinburgh group has focused on the dynamics of OH collisions with Rg atomic partners and simple diatomics, such as N2 and O2. The same basic principles apply here. PS is a third-order nonlinear spectroscopic technique and is a variant of four-wave mixing. A pump laser pulse is used to select preferentially those molecules which have a particular sense of rotation (orientation), or alternatively those that are rotating in a particular plane (alignment). This is achieved through the choice of circular or linear pump polarization, respectively. A pulsed, linearly polarized probe laser beam crosses the pump beam at a small acute angle. If the sample has rotational anisotropy in a level that is connected to a transition resonant with the probe, then a co-propagating signal beam will be generated. A polarizer crossed with respect to the probe beam polarization is used to isolate the component of the signal beam orthogonal to the probe, and this is guided to a detector. The decay of the PS signal is measured as a function of pump-probe delay. This is repeated at different collision partner number densities, allowing the bimolecular rate constant for the decay of the bulk rotational polarization to be extracted. As described more formally below, these experiments are sensitive to two distinct collisional processes: those which destroy the anisotropic m distribution within level j created by the pump laser (elastic depolarization), and those which remove population from the initially prepared rotational state to all other neighboring states (inelastic population transfer).

The previous PS measurements on OH have stimulated theoretical interest.12,62,65–69 The field was recently extended by some of the current authors to enable QM scattering calculations of m-resolved cross sections and elastic depolarization rate constants for both orientation and alignment. In conjunction with previously calculated rate constants for the total removal of population, these provided a prediction of the measured quantities in PS experiments on OH(X2Π) + Ar (Refs. 66, 68, and 69) and OH(X2Π) + He.67 The scattering calculations were in reasonable quantitative agreement with experiment for the higher rotational levels, but for lower rotational levels, where elastic depolarization was predicted to be the dominant collisional process, the discrepancies were larger. Nevertheless, both experiment and theory agreed qualitatively that while elastic depolarization was competitive with RET at low-j, its efficiency declined rapidly with increasing j, over the range of j investigated.

This theoretical work has already been extended to investigate the efficiency of elastic depolarization for NO(X2Π) + Ar. The main prediction from the theoretical work so far is that the efficiency of elastic depolarization is very much reduced in comparison to OH(X2Π) + Ar. The comparison between NO(X2Π) + Ar and OH(X2Π) + Ar is interesting because these two systems are similar in some respects, but not in others. They are obviously kinematically distinct. The PESs have comparable well-depths, but differ more subtly in terms of the divergence between their respective pairs of non-degenerate surfaces in nonlinear geometries, as we describe more fully below. A main conclusion from the theoretical work so far is that these electronic factors play an important role in the contrasting efficiencies of elastic depolarization for the two systems.

Our aim here is to use the PS experimental technique to test this theoretical prediction for the first time. To do this effectively, the QM scattering rate constants for elastic depolarization have been evaluated for a range of rotational quantum levels. In our previous theoretical work on NO(X)–Ar, the energy dependence of elastic depolarization cross sections was computed for a smaller set of rotational levels. In addition, the inelastic population transfer rate constants for NO(X2Π, v = 0, j e/f) + Ar have been determined because they are needed for a complete prediction of the PS measurements presented here. These quantities have not been measured, nor (perhaps surprisingly) calculated, for NO(X2Π, v = 0) + Ar prior to this report, despite their more general importance in a number of gas-phase applications.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Formal kinetic analysis

The formal kinetic analysis of the rate of transfer of rotational polarization, under thermal and isotropic collision environments, has been presented by several authors using a state-multipole treatment.23,25,66,70 The tensor rate for the transfer of rotational polarization from one unique spectroscopic level to another can be defined in terms of the microscopic rates for its transfer between initial and final levels. The relationship is more often quoted in its inverse form70,71 but readily
inverted\textsuperscript{72} to give

\[
\Gamma_{j \rightarrow j'}^{(K)} = \sum_{m, m'} (-1)^{j-m-j'-m'} (2K+1) \times \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
(j' & j' & K) \\
(m' & m' & 0) \\
(j & j & K)
\end{array} \right) \Gamma_{jm ightarrow j'm'}.
\]

(1)

Here, \(\Gamma_{j \rightarrow j'}^{(K)}\) is a tensor rate of rank \(K\) (\(K=0\) for population, \(K=1\) for orientation and \(K=2\) for alignment), the terms in parentheses are \(3j\) symbols and \(\Gamma_{jm \rightarrow j'm'}\) is the microscopic rate for transfer between \((jm)\) rotational levels. For notational simplicity, the fine-structure and parity labels of the initial and final levels are not included in Eq. (1) and similarly below, except when specifically required.

Equation (1) can be decomposed into components representing the two distinct types of collisional process identified above: elastic depolarization, in which only \(m\) is changed, and inelastic energy transfer, in which \(j\) and/or the fine-structure or parity labels are altered. We define the rate of elastic depolarization, \(\Gamma_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)}\), and population transfer, \(\Gamma_{\text{pop},j}\), via Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively,

\[
\Gamma_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)} = \Gamma_{(0)j \rightarrow j}^{(K)} - \Gamma_{(1)j \rightarrow j}^{(K)};
\]

(2)

\[
\Gamma_{\text{pop},j} = \sum_j \Gamma_{j \rightarrow j}.
\]

(3)

As expressed in Eq. (2), the rate of elastic depolarization is equal to the rate of all elastic scattering, \(\Gamma_{(0)j \rightarrow j}(\text{i.e., elastic in }j\text{ and the fine-structure and parity labels})\) minus the rate for retention of rotational polarization with rank \(K\), \(\Gamma_{(1)j \rightarrow j}\), during elastic collisions.\textsuperscript{66} As stated in Eq. (3), the removal of population from an initially prepared level to unobserved levels is simply the sum of all the individual rates for transfer between that initial state, \(j\), and all other product rotational states, \(j'\) (where again \(x\) is to be interpreted to include a change in any of the fine-structure or parity labels). Since this is independent of tensor rank, i.e., sensitive only to population, we have dropped the superscript \((K)\). It follows that the total rate for collisional loss of polarization of rank \(K\) of a unique spectroscopic level is the sum of the elastic and inelastic contributions:

\[
\Gamma_{\text{tot},j}^{(K)} = \Gamma_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)} + \Gamma_{\text{pop},j}^{(K)}.
\]

(4)

Experimentally, we measure the rate of decay of the polarization of rank \(K\) of a given level in the presence of a chosen collider gas, in this case Ar. As we have discussed previously,\textsuperscript{12} for a single collision partner the decay rate is directly proportional to the product of its number density and the corresponding bimolecular rate constant, which we define as \(k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)}\) for total removal of polarization of rank \(K\). In practice, there may be other contributions from the (fixed) partial pressure of NO or other, non-collisional losses (primarily fly-out from the probe volume or, particularly if the apparatus is not appropriately shielded,\textsuperscript{63} stray magnetic fields). Operationally, the observed decay rate \(\Gamma_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)}\) of the PS signal therefore obeys a linear relationship

\[
\Gamma_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)} = \Gamma_{\text{int},j}^{(K)} + \Gamma_{\text{tot},j}^{(K)} = \Gamma_{\text{int},j}^{(K)} + k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)} [\text{Ar}],
\]

(5)

where \(\Gamma_{\text{int},j}^{(K)}\) is the phenomenological \(K\)-dependent zero-pressure intercept and \([\text{Ar}]\) is the Ar number density.

In a similar way, rate constants \(k_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)}\) and \(k_{\text{pop},j}\) can be defined that correspond to the rates in Eqs. (2) and (3) through multiplication by the collision partner number density. Thus, specifically, the measured PS rate constant, \(k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)}\), can be decomposed, similar to Eq. (4), into contributions from pure elastic depolarization and population removal

\[
k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)} = k_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)} + k_{\text{pop},j}.
\]

(6)

To aid comparison with some of our previous reports,\textsuperscript{12,14,57,62,64} we note that \(k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)}\) corresponds exactly to what we previously denoted either simply \(k_{\text{ps}}\) or more recently \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(K)}\), \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(K)}\) is equivalent to \(k_{\text{dep}}\) or \(k_{\text{dep}}^{(K)}\), and \(k_{\text{pop}}^{(K)}\) is equal to \(k_{\text{pop}}\).

It should be noted that the elastic and inelastic contributions to \(k_{\text{ps},j}^{(K)}\) in Eq. (6) cannot be distinguished directly using PS. However, some indication of their relative magnitudes can be inferred without appealing to other sources of information by comparing \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(K)}\) for the loss of orientation \((K = 1)\) and alignment \((K = 2)\).\textsuperscript{12,57} These measures are connected through what must be physically plausible relationships between the underlying propensities for transfer between microscopic \((jm)\) levels. In particular, any difference between \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(K)}\) and \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(2)}\) immediately implies a non-zero contribution from elastic depolarization. Note that the converse is not necessarily true: in the limit, for example, of total scrambling of polarization on every collision, \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(1)}\) and \(k_{\text{ps}}^{(2)}\) would be equal.\textsuperscript{49}

For molecules in \(\Pi\) electronic states, the population transfer rate constant, \(k_{\text{pop},j}\), can be further decomposed into contributions from pure \(\Delta\)-doublet transfer (in other words, the \(\Delta_j = 0\), fine-structure conserving transition), \(k_{\Lambda,j}\), and all other rotationally inelastic processes \(\text{excluding} \Delta\)-doublet transfer, \(k_{\text{ret},j}\) (in these latter processes either \(j\) and/or the fine-structure level change)

\[
k_{\text{pop},j} = k_{\Lambda,j} + k_{\text{ret},j}.
\]

(7)

Computationally, the bimolecular rate constants, including \(k_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)}\) and \(k_{\text{pop},j}\) (or either of its components) can be determined from the corresponding energy-dependent cross sections, \(\sigma\), through

\[
k(T) = \langle v\sigma \rangle = \frac{8}{\pi \mu (k_B T)^2} \int_0^\infty E \sigma(E) e^{-E/k_B T} dE,
\]

(8)

where \(v\) is the initial relative velocity, \(E\) is the corresponding relative translational energy, and \(\mu\) is the NO–Ar reduced mass. In the particular case of a state-to-state transition between specified initial and final spectroscopic levels of a \(2\Pi\) electronic state, the explicit expression for the tensor cross section...
The rotational levels are specified by the total angular momentum $J$ of the diatom and the fine-structure and parity indices ($F$ and $e$, respectively). In Eq. (9), $k_{J F e}$ is the wave vector of the initial level, $J$ is the total angular momentum, $l$ is the orbital (end-over-end) angular momentum of the triatomic complex, $\ldots$ is a $6j$ symbol, and the $T$ are $T$-matrix elements, all expressed in a space-fixed frame. It should be noted that when $K = 0$, Eq. (9) yields the integral elastic cross section.

The calculated tensor cross sections can then be averaged over collision energies, as indicated in Eq. (8), and combined appropriately, as implied by Eqs. (2), (3), (6), and (7), to predict rate constants for the processes of interest and to allow comparison with the experimental results.

In the next two subsections, we describe the methods employed to determine the rate constants for depolarization of specific unique levels of NO($X^2\Pi$, $v = 0$) in collisions with Ar through quantum scattering calculations and PS measurements.

### B. Scattering calculations

We have computed energy-dependent integral and tensor cross sections for the collision of NO($X^2\Pi$) with Ar in a QM treatment of the collision dynamics. The interaction of NO($X^2\Pi$) with a spherical partner can be described by two PESs of $A'$ and $A''$ symmetry. We employed the unrestricted coupled-cluster with singles, doubles and perturbative treatment of the triples (UCCSD(T)) PESs computed by Alexander. This PES was computed with the NO bond length fixed at the equilibrium value. We discuss below the previous evidence for the accuracy of these PESs in the context of the current results.

Close-coupling scattering calculations were carried out with the HIBRIDON suite of programs, which has recently been extended to include the calculation of tensor cross sections for open-shell molecules. Care was taken to include a sufficient number of both energetically closed channels and partial waves to ensure convergence of the cross sections. It should be noted that the convergence requirements for elastic cross sections are greater than for inelastic cross sections. At the highest energies considered (2000 cm$^{-1}$), the rotational basis included all levels with $j \leq 25.5$, and the scattering calculations included all total angular momenta $J \leq 400.5$.

Energy-dependent elastic depolarization and total inelastic population transfer cross sections have been computed for the $F_{1}e$ and $F_{1}f$ fine-structure levels with rotational angular momenta $j = 1.5$ and 2.5–14.5 (every other $j$ for the latter set). These cross sections have been employed [Eq. (8)] to compute 298 K thermal rate constants for these processes. The resulting rate constants are presented in Table I. (The rate constants will also be presented graphically in Sec. IV when computed and measured rate constants are compared.)

### C. PS measurements

The experimental approach is very similar in concept to that in our earlier one-color PS measurements and subsequent two-color PS measurements on the OH radical, including precautions needed to eliminate stray magnetic fields from the interaction region of the vacuum chamber. Consequently, we only address the modifications implemented for the two-color PS measurements of NO($X^2\Pi$) + Ar presented here.

Nitric oxide (BOC, 100%) was transferred directly from its cylinder into the vacuum chamber via a mass-flow controller (Aera, 10 SCCM) to achieve a partial pressure of $\sim 5$ mTorr. A second independent mass-flow controller (MKS, 1000 SCCM) allowed the admission of the Ar collision partner to provide total pressures in the range 5–2000 mTorr.

A “V-shaped” two-color PS spectroscopic scheme was employed to monitor the collisional evolution of NO($X^2\Pi$, $v = 0$, $j$) rotational polarizations. The pump laser was tuned to a spectroscopic line in the $A'\Sigma^+–X^2\Pi$ (0,0) band ($\sim 226$ nm) and the probe to a corresponding line in the $A'\Sigma^+–X^2\Pi$ (1,0) band ($\sim 214$ nm). The fluence of the pump laser beam was $\sim 350$ $\mu$J cm$^{-2}$ and the fluence for the probe beam was considerably weaker, $\leq 50$ $\mu$J cm$^{-2}$. Preliminary measurements of fluence dependence of the PS signal intensity had established that these were well within the non-saturating, weakly perturbative regime. The time-averaged bandwidth of pump and probe pulses is comparable to the Doppler width of the transitions (FWHM = 0.10 cm$^{-1}$) so there is no significant discrimination of Doppler sub-groups.

The principal advantage of this two-color approach is the restriction of signal to a unique quantum state in NO($X^2\Pi$). Signal generation from NO($A'\Sigma^+$) would require transfer of...
population, with retention of polarization, from NO(A$^2\Sigma^+$, \(v' = 0, j\)) to NO(A$^2\Sigma^+$, \(v' = 1, j\)), which is, of course, thermally inaccessible. Both UV laser beams were produced from Nd:YAG (Surelite II-10) pumped dye laser (Sirah, Cobra-stretch) systems with Coumarin 450 and Stilbene 420 laser dyes for the pump and probe, respectively. Selected members of the \(P_1(j)\) and \(Q_1(j)\) spectroscopic branches were used for the orientation and alignment measurements, respectively: \(P_1(j)\) interrogates \(F_i e\) levels, while \(Q_1(j)\) probes \(F_i f\) levels.

A delay/pulse generator (BNC, 565) provided trigger pulses for the two Nd:YAG lasers. The delay between them was varied in a pseudo-random fashion to acquire pump-probe decay traces. The PS signal was detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, R166UH) and captured by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy, WaveRunner 44Xi, 400 MHz, 10GS/s). Five laser shots were averaged for a given pump-probe delay before a subsequent random delay was selected. Each delay was revisited to achieve \(\sim 20–30\) shots per delay. The pump-probe profiles were fitted using our previously published theoretical treatment for two-color PS.\(^{61}\)

III. RESULTS

A. Scattering calculations

Elastic tensor and depolarization cross sections for ranks \(K = 1\) and \(2\) were computed for collisions of NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\)), \(v = 0\) \(F_i e\) and \(F_i f\) rotational/fine-structure levels with rotational angular momenta in the range \(j = 1.5–14.5\). In addition, integral cross sections for rotationally inelastic transitions out of these levels were computed and summed to yield total population transfer cross sections.

Figure 1 presents computed energy-dependent elastic depolarization cross sections for the NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\)) \(j = 1.5, 6.5,\) and 12.5 \(F_i e\) rotational/fine-structure levels as a function of the incident relative translational energy in collisions with Ar. Figure 1(a) is for \(K = 1\), corresponding to the loss of orientation, while Fig. 1(b) is for \(K = 2\), corresponding to the loss of alignment. We see that the cross sections for \(K = 2\) are greater than the corresponding ones for \(K = 1\), as we had found previously both experimentally and theoretically for the \(F_i\) rotational fine-structure levels of OH(X\(2\Sigma^+\)) in collisions with Ar.\(^{12,66}\) We have not included the lowest NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\)) rotational fine-structure level \([j = 0.5 F_i e/f]\) in Fig. 1 since this level cannot possess alignment. Moreover, in our previous theoretical study of NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\))-Ar collisions, we had found that the \(K = 1\) elastic depolarization cross sections for this pair of levels are very small.\(^{68}\)

We also observe in Fig. 1 that the elastic depolarization cross sections are very large at low collision energies and generally decrease monotonically with increasing collision energy. As seen in previous calculations of elastic depolarization cross sections,\(^{66,67}\) sharp features are superimposed on the smooth variation of the cross sections as a function of the collision energy. These correspond to resonances arising from the presence of quasibound van der Waals levels and shape resonances due to centrifugal barriers, which are often seen in the energy dependence of rotationally inelastic cross sections for scattering of diatomic molecules.\(^{67,76–78}\) The elastic depolarization cross sections in Fig. 1 also show a decrease in magnitude with increasing \(j\), as also seen in other systems.\(^{66–68,79}\)

We present in Fig. 2 the energy dependence of the total population transfer cross section, namely, the sum of the cross sections for all rotationally inelastic transitions out of the initial level. We do not discuss the individual state-to-state cross sections since these have been considered in other publications.\(^{38,80–84}\) As with the elastic depolarization cross sections displayed in Fig. 2, the total inelastic cross sections decrease generally monotonically with increasing collision energy. Sharp features due to resonances are also observed. Comparing the total inelastic cross sections in Fig. 2 and

FIG. 1. Computed elastic depolarization cross sections for loss of (a) orientation \([K = 1]\) and (b) alignment \([K = 2]\) for the NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\)) \(j = 1.5, 6.5,\) and 12.5 \(F_i e\) rotational/fine-structure levels as a function of the incident relative translational energy in collisions with Ar.

FIG. 2. Computed total population removal cross sections for the NO(X\(2\Sigma^+\)) \(j = 1.5, 6.5,\) and 12.5 \(F_i e\) rotational/fine-structure levels as a function of the incident relative translational energy in collisions with Ar.
elastic depolarization cross sections in Fig. 1 for the same levels, we see that the inelastic population transfer is substantially more efficient. We also notice that the total inelastic cross sections decrease in size with increasing \( j \), but the change with \( j \) is smaller than for the elastic depolarization cross sections.

The elastic depolarization rate constants, \( k_{\text{dep},j}^{(K)} \), for \( K = 1 \) and 2, can be seen in Table I to decrease with increasing \( j \), as expected from the behavior of the corresponding cross sections plotted in Fig. 1. The rate constants for the \( e \) and \( f \) levels of a given \( j \) are almost identical, with those for the \( e \) levels modestly larger in most cases. As noted above for the cross sections, the \( K = 2 \) rate constants are distinctly larger than their counterparts for \( K = 1 \).

Similar to the behavior of the corresponding cross sections (see Fig. 2), the total inelastic transfer rate constants can be observed in Table I to decrease with increasing \( j \). They are much larger than the rate constants for elastic depolarization. As we have done in our previous work on OH(X\( ^2 \Pi \)) collisional depolarization,\(^{12,66,67} \) we consider \( \Lambda \)-doublet changing collisions as one process contributing to inelastic energy transfer. We see from Table I that the \( \Lambda \)-doublet changing rate constants are comparable to the rate constants for elastic depolarization.

**B. PS measurements**

Examples of PS traces for the decay of orientation and alignment are provided in Fig. 3. The high signal-to-noise ratio achievable using this technique is clearly demonstrated. With close inspection it is possible to observe structure to the fits through the data, more obvious for alignment in Fig. 3(b). These damped oscillations are nuclear hyperfine quantum beats due to the coupling of the nuclear spin of \(^{14}\text{N} \) (\( I = 1 \)) with the rotational angular momentum of NO. This effect is treated fully in the fitting routine. Within the temporal width of our lasers, \( \sim 3 \) ns, the hyperfine levels are excited coherently. Since the hyperfine beats occur on a time scale slower than this (see Table II), they should, in principle, be observable experimentally. However, in practice, for these rotational levels the relatively large \( j/I \) ratio results in a small amplitude of the oscillatory modulation, which is largely masked by the comparable statistical fluctuations in the experimental PS decay traces.

A clear empirical observation from Fig. 3 is that the decay of the rotational orientation and alignment for the \( j = 6.5 \) level shows the expected strong dependence on the partial pressure of Ar. The measured PS decay rate, \( \Gamma_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)} \), is plotted against the collision partner number density in Fig. 4. The signal-to-noise level in the decays in Fig. 3 is found to vary partly because a fixed number of laser shots is distributed over a longer interval for the slower decays, but also for purely practical reasons primarily related to the optimization of the optical alignment and the day-to-day stability of the pump and probe pulse energies. We have not found any systematic correlation between this scatter and the deviation from a linear fit to the resulting decay rates in Fig. 4. We therefore use an unbiased least-squares fit to determine the values of the rate

![FIG. 3. PS decay traces for NO(X, \( j = 6.5 \)) + Ar collisions for (a) circular pump polarization (\( K = 1 \)) and (b) linear pump polarization (\( K = 2 \)). Selected unique spectroscopic levels (\( F_j \) and \( F_{j+1} \), respectively) were prepared by pumping on the \( Q_1(6.5) \) and \( P_1(6.5) \) lines, respectively. Points are the experimental data. Solid lines are fits using the two-color PS theoretical treatment (Ref. 61). The partial pressure of Ar was: in (a) 700 mTorr (circles) and 1300 mTorr (squares); in (b) 540 mTorr (circles) and 1400 mTorr (squares).](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( j ) ( e )</th>
<th>( F = j \leftrightarrow F = j - 1 )</th>
<th>( F = j + 1 \leftrightarrow F = j )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.5 ( e )</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5 ( f )</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5 ( e )</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5 ( f )</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. Nuclear hyperfine frequencies for NO(X\( ^2 \Pi_{\frac{1}{2}}, v = 0, j \)) in units of MHz, calculated using appropriate descriptions for rotational hyperfine matrix elements (Ref. 95) and known spectroscopic constants for NO(X) (Ref. 96). Hyperfine frequencies were calculated for several rotational levels (not quoted here) and compared to measured hyperfine frequencies for NO(X) for verification (Ref. 97).
constants and their statistical uncertainties. The resulting phenomenological bimolecular rate constants $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$ [see Eq. (5)] are collected in Table III.

As an aside, one notable difference between Fig. 3 and equivalent plots for OH($X^2\Sigma^+$),12,14,64 is the substantial reduction in the observed intercept. For OH($X^2\Pi$) + rare-gases the non-zero intercept was $\sim 5 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$, consistent with the partial pressure of HNO$_3$ precursor used and its relatively large rate constant for removal of OH population as measured by Smith and co-workers.85,86 For the measurements presented here, there is no precursor to NO production, so only “fly-out” and NO self-collisions will contribute to $I_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$ rate constants are much lower than for OH + HNO$_3$ collisions, consistent with a much smaller intercept here of roughly $(8 \pm 5) \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$, to which non-collisional “fly-out” from the volume of the probe laser beam makes a significant contribution.

TABLE III. NO($X$) + Ar PS decay rate constants $I_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$ (in units of $10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$) for loss of orientation ($K = 1$) and of alignment, ($K = 2$) with associated 95% statistical uncertainties. Experiments performed at room temperature (nominally 298 K).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\epsilon$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{PS},j}^{(1)}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{PS},j}^{(2)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.5 $e$</td>
<td>$4.17 \pm 0.40$</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5 $f$</td>
<td>$4.12 \pm 0.60$</td>
<td>$4.48 \pm 0.28$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5 $e$</td>
<td>$3.93 \pm 0.20$</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have also considered but excluded the possibility that the observed decays might be significantly affected by radiative repopulation of the probed level in the NO($X$) state. This is primarily a result of the extensive dilution of the emitted population over other rotational and vibrational levels of NO($X$), supplemented by efficient collisional depopulation and depolarization of the pumped NO($A$) level.56

As was apparent from Figs. 2 and 3, and confirmed in Table III, the differences between orientation ($K = 1$) and alignment ($K = 2$) rate constants, $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$, for a given $j$ are very marginal. For $j = 6.5$, although the values for $K = 1$ and 2 are in the expected order [anticipated from the conclusions of our previous OH($X^2\Pi$) (Refs. 12, 14, 64) and OH($A^2\Sigma^+$) (Ref. 57) studies and from elementary arguments], the difference is barely statistically significant compared to our measurement uncertainty. For $j = 14.5$, the differences are even smaller and, if they were to be significant, the order is actually opposite to that expected physically.

IV. DISCUSSION

The stated aim of this comparative study is to test the QM scattering prediction that elastic depolarization of NO($X^2\Pi$, $\nu = 0$, $j$) in collisions with Ar is considerably less efficient than that for the electronically similar OH($X^2\Pi$). We therefore first concentrate on the differences between the results of QM scattering calculations presented in Sec. III A and the PS experimental measurements presented in Sec. III B.

The final results of the QM scattering calculations are presented graphically alongside the PS measurements in Fig. 5. This plot is constructed such that the total height of the stacked bars is the theoretical prediction of the PS measurements. The bars are decomposed into the collisional processes to whose sum the PS measurements are sensitive: $k_{\text{RET},j}, k_{\text{dep},j}$, and $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$. All these components decline in magnitude as $j$ increases, contributing to the overall $j$-dependent decline predicted for $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$. Also plotted in Fig. 5 are the PS measurements with their associated 95% confidence limits. Qualitatively, the measurements reflect the predicted mildly downward trend with increasing $j$, but it is quite clear that the QM calculations under-predict the absolute magnitude of the $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(K)}$ measurements. This discrepancy ranges from $\sim 25\%$ to $45\%$, generally increasing in relative terms with $j$. This was larger than expected, so we have sought above to eliminate possible sources of error. We now consider carefully what more fundamental reasons there might be for the level of disagreement.

The only collisional process that depends on $K$ is elastic depolarization. This is shown explicitly in Table I, where the calculated $k_{\text{dep},j}^{(2)}$ values are approximately a factor of two greater than $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(1)}$. Consequently, an experiment sensitive to elastic depolarization should, in principle, observe this as an equivalent absolute difference between $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(1)}$ and $k_{\text{PS},j}^{(2)}$. Indeed, we have demonstrated exactly this behavior in our previous PS measurements on OH($X^2\Pi$) (Ref. 12) and OH($A^2\Sigma^+$) (Ref. 57) in collisions with rare gases.
However, in practice here (see Table III and Fig. 4) the experimental differences between $k^{(2)}_{\text{PS},j}$ and $k^{(1)}_{\text{PS},j}$ are marginal, at most, relative to their uncertainties. The theoretically predicted absolute differences (see Table I) for $j = 6.5$ and 14.5 are around 1.3 and $1.0 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. These fall well within the uncertainties in the experimental data, which span $2.6 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$. The most that can be concluded is therefore that the experiments confirm that the true differences are relatively small. There is actually a subtle complication here in that the experimental values for $k^{(1)}_{\text{PS},j}$ and $k^{(2)}_{\text{PS},j}$ were measured for two different parity levels of the same rotational quantum number, as mentioned in Sec. II B. However, theory suggests that differences in total loss between $e$ and $f$ levels are also modest, so this does not alter the basic conclusion that any differences in the elastic depolarization contributions must be below the experimental precision.

The lack of any discernible experimental $K$-dependence is therefore also at least consistent with the theoretical prediction that the elastic depolarization is a relatively minor contribution to the overall destruction of polarization. Hence, we conclude that experiment supports, as we report for the first time here, the previous theoretical prediction$^{68}$ that the absolute values of elastic depolarization rate constants are much smaller for NO(A$^2\Sigma^+$) + Ar than for OH(A$^2\Sigma^+$) + Ar.

Since it appears that the dominant contribution to $k^{(K)}_{\text{PS},j}$ is the inelastic contribution, $k_{\text{pop},j}$, it is also likely to be the major source of the discrepancy between experiment and theory. To our knowledge, the only independent absolute experimental measurements of $k_{\text{RET},j}$, which match the conditions and range of $j$ investigated here, were carried out by Smith and co-workers.$^{83, 84}$ They used an optical-optical double resonance technique to obtain state-to-state RET rate constants [excluding $\Lambda$-doublet transfer – see Eq. (7)] for a number of product rotational levels from NO(X$^2\Pi$, $\nu = 2$, $j = 7.5$ eV) in collisions with Ar. The sum of the rate constants of the individual transitions is equal to $k_{\text{RET},7.5e}$ and was found to be (3.4 $\pm$ 0.2) $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$.

This result has been included in Fig. 5(a) (solid square), but the reader should note that a direct comparison ignores the possible effects of the differences in vibrational level. Smith’s value lies somewhat below the adjacent experimental $k^{(1)}_{\text{PS},j}$ values from the present work. This might be expected since the experimental values of Smith and co-workers do not include contributions from $k_{\text{dep},j}$ and $k_{\Lambda,j}$. There have been no prior measurements of state-to-state $\Lambda$-doublet transfer for NO(X$^2\Pi$) + Ar. Our calculations predict modest values for $k_{\Lambda,j}$. The interpolated sum of the theoretically predicted $k^{(1)}_{\text{dep},j}$ and $k_{\Lambda,j}$ for $j = 7.5$ e is $\sim$0.2 $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$. Adding this to Smith’s value predicts $k^{(1)}_{\text{PS},j}$ to be $\sim$3.6 $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$. This is significantly smaller than our measurement of ($4.2 \pm 0.2$) $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ for $j = 6.5$ e (Table III). Also, regardless of the values of $k^{(1)}_{\text{dep},j}$ and $k_{\Lambda,j}$, Smith’s value for $k_{\text{RET},7.5e}$ lies significantly above any reasonable interpolation of our theoretically predicted values $k_{\text{RET},j}$ shown by the red bars in Fig. 5.

The discrepancy between theory and experiment could be due to undetected systematic errors in the experiment and/or inadequacies in the treatment of the collision dynamics or in the calculated NO(X$^2\Pi$)–Ar PESs. The close-coupling scattering calculations represent an essentially exact treatment of the dynamics.

The PESs were computed at the UCCSD(T) level theory, with the assumption of an internuclear NO separation fixed at $r_e$. This set of PESs has been extensively tested by comparison with experimental measurements of both relative integral and differential state-to-state cross sections. Initial comparisons$^{38}$ focused on state-to-state relative integral cross sections out of the lowest $\Lambda$-doublet pair ($j = 0.5 F_{1/2}$) (Refs. 80 and 82) and out of the upper $\Lambda$-doublet ($j = 0.5 F_{3/2}$).$^{81}$ Good agreement was found for the variation with $j$ of the fine-structure conserving transitions. However, the calculations significantly
underestimated cross sections for fine-structure changing transitions.

As suggested in the Introduction, a more sensitive test of the accuracy of the PESs is provided by differential cross sections. Kohguchi et al. measured fully state-resolved differential cross sections for the scattering of NO(X^2Π, j = 0.5 F1/2) by Ar in an ion-imaging experiment. These experimental measurements were compared with calculations using the current PESs and an earlier correlated electron-pair approximation set of PESs. Very good agreement between experiment and theory was found for fine-structure conserving transitions, although, here too, some discrepancies were found for fine-structure changing transitions. Later, Elioff and Chandler re-examined fine-structure-changing collisions with a more precise measurement of the scattering in the forward direction. Very good agreement with theory was then found for the differential cross sections for the fine-structure changing collisions. The current PESs also provided a good representation of the preferred sense of NO rotation after collision with Ar, measured in an ion imaging experiment by Lorenz et al. Most recently, Brouard et al. found excellent agreement between DCS measurements and theoretical predictions based on the Alexander PESs for spin-orbit conserving transitions out of a single Λ-doublet level.

These observations, therefore, suggest that the PESs used here provide an accurate description of the anisotropy of the interaction; however, since they are all relative measurements, they do not necessarily test its absolute range. An independent test of at least the attractive part of the PESs is provided by the bound-state energies of the Ar–NO van der Waals complex. Alexander found that the energies of the rotational levels of the lowest Ar–NO bend-stretch states predicted from these PESs were in generally excellent agreement with those measured by Mills et al. through microwave and RF spectroscopy. Meyer and co-workers recorded the spectrum of the ν = 2 ← ν = 0 transition of the Ar–NO complex at high resolution. The observed bands could be assigned with bound-state energies computed with the Alexander PESs. The overall good agreement with Meyer’s measurements suggests that this set of PESs provides a good description of at least the attractive part of the interaction. In particular, the agreement with the rotational structure implies that the range of the potential is well predicted.

We note that the present study would not be the first example of a discrepancy between QM scattering calculations and PS measurements. In our previous studies of collisions of OH(X^2Π) with He and Ar, we demonstrated that the PESs calculated by Paterson et al. also failed to reproduce exactly the PS measurements. In contrast with the present study, in the work of Paterson et al. the calculated k_{dep,j} values, and indeed k_{dep,j}^{(K)} are larger than seen experimentally.

Despite the commonly held picture that the repulsive wall dominates RET, it is clear from the strong negative energy dependence of inelastic population transfer shown in Fig. 2 that the attractive part of the potential is important. This, therefore, makes it difficult to use simple hard-shell collision models to predict quantitatively the magnitude of RET cross sections in NO(X^2Π)–Ar collisions. We see in Fig. 1 that the elastic depolarization cross sections also decrease strongly with increasing collision energy. The role of attractive forces in elastic depolarization has been inferred from previous PS measurements on OH and demonstrated through calculated collision-energy-dependent cross sections similar to those shown here for NO(X^2Π)–Ar. Consequently, errors in either the attractive or repulsive regions of PESs could be responsible for the discrepancy with experiment seen in the present work.

We return now to the broader observation that elastic depolarization of NO(X^2Π) in collisions with Ar is less efficient than that of OH(X^2Π). This was previously predicted and now at least indirectly confirmed here experimentally. The systems both show a fairly rapid decline in the relative σ_{dep,j} values as a function of rotational quantum number. This can perhaps be anticipated from elementary classical mechanics: a faster rotating object is more resistant to tilting.

The major difference between NO(X^2Π) and OH(X^2Π) in collisions with Ar is the magnitude of the elastic depolarization cross sections. For NO(X^2Π) + Ar, the low j (j = 1.5) value of σ_{dep,j} ≈ 8 Å^2 is more than a factor of two smaller than the corresponding result for OH(X^2Π)–Ar of σ_{dep,j} ≈ 20 Å^2 inferred from our previous work (both PS measurements and QM scattering calculations). Dagdigan and Alexander attributed this difference to a larger magnitude of the half-difference potential, V_{eff}, for the OH–Ar system over the range of impact parameters which make the strongest contribution to rotational inelasticity. To make this conclusion they artificially removed V_{eff}. This significantly affected elastic depolarization for OH(X^2Π) + Ar but not for NO(X^2Π) + Ar. (We note in passing that the signs of the coefficients V_{12} and V_{42} that contribute to the radial expansion of V_{eff} are shown correctly as positive in Ref. 68. The apparent discrepancy with earlier work is due to an error in the construction of Fig. 2, but not the underlying PES, in Ref. 92.)

There are a few more differences between the OH(X^2Π) + Ar and NO(X^2Π) + Ar systems whose possible influence on the efficiency of elastic depolarization is yet to be established. Although the depths of the global minima on the two sets of PESs are relatively similar, the geometry of the minimum for OH(X^2Π)–Ar is linear, but T-shaped for NO(X^2Π)–Ar. To judge from earlier work by Mayne and Kiel, based on classical trajectory calculations on model PESs, such differences in the topography of the PES may affect the collision dynamics and, by extension, elastic depolarization.

Of course, NO(X^2Π)–Ar and OH(X^2Π)–Ar also have very different kinematics, most notably because of the difference in moment of inertia of the diatomic rotor and, more weakly, in the reduced mass of the collision pair. The majority of previous studies of kinematic effects have concentrated on the latter type of difference, although for real systems this inevitably involves simultaneous changes in the PESs. For OH(X^2Π) colliding with He and Ar, Esposti et al. concluded, after detailed inspection of the PESs, that differences in both the PESs and the reduced mass affect the inelastic cross sections. There is as yet little known about how kinematics influences elastic depolarization.
needed in this area to disentangle PES and kinematic effects. In particular, investigation (both experimental and theoretical) of the NO(X^2Π)+Ar system would provide an invaluable mass-dependent comparison for collisions of NO.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented here a detailed comparison between PS measurements and high-level quantum scattering calculations of the molecular collision dynamics of NO(X^2Π)+Ar. Rate constants for inelastic population transfer and elastic depolarization have been calculated for a number of rotational levels and combined to provide a prediction of the PS measurements of overall collisional destruction of polarization. Overall, experiment and theory are in qualitative agreement on a modest decline in the rate constant for total loss of polarization with increasing j. However, the values predicted theoretically are 25%–45% lower than those that are measured. Since both measurements and theory are consistent with elastic depolarization making a minor contribution to this total loss, the discrepancy presumably must lie in the comparison of calculated and measured rate constants for inelastic population transfer.

The PS measurements support the previous prediction, and the more detailed calculations presented here, that elastic depolarization for NO(X^2Π)+Ar is substantially less efficient than in the well studied OH(X^2Π)+Ar system, also involving a molecule in a ^2Π electronic state. Differences in the PESs, and in particular the different potential energies, V_{diff}, have already been shown to contribute to this observation. In addition, differences in kinematics may also play a significant role.
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